
The Good Neighbor: March 27, 2020 

“There is no frigate like a book,” wrote Emily Dickinson, “to take 

us Lands away.” Books are indeed a wonderful escape, especially in 

times of misfortune. Last week, as grandparents everywhere began 

reading aloud to their little ones via telephone, FaceTime and Skype, 

Israel’s president, Reuven Rivlin, took to social media to read to the 

children of Israel. With the whole country on lockdown, the president 

offered reassuring words to the homebound: “I know that this is not 

an easy time,” he said, “and that children are home. And even though 

we all love being together as a family, this is a challenge. So I 

decided to give you a short break, to be with you -- from afar -- but 

with you. I invite you to join me for story time….Read along with me, 

the whole family or just the children -- and take the time for a coffee, 

without your phone.” 

And then, in gentle, grandfatherly fashion, Mr. Rivlin began to 

read. He chose a beloved children’s classic by the Israeli poet Leah 

Goldberg: a story told in rhyme called “Dirah L’haskir -- Room for 

Rent.” Here’s how it begins: 

 

 



 “B’emek yafeh, bein k’ramim v’sadot, omed migdal   ben 

chamesh komot. In a sunlit valley, ‘tween meadow and sky / Stands a 

fine old house that’s five stories high.”    

 It’s a simple story. Each floor of the house is occupied by a 

different animal. On the ground floor is a chubby hen who can barely 

waddle around. On floor two there’s a cuckoo whose children live 

scattered all over town. On the third floor lives a cat, finicky about 

cleanliness. Above is a squirrel, forever cracking nuts, and on the top 

floor is “Mar Achbar” -- Mr. Mouse, who one day decides to move out, 

leaving a vacancy in the house. The animals post a sign on the front 

door saying “Dirah L’haskir -- Room for Rent.”  

One by one, prospective tenants come to visit. Each agrees 

that it’s a very nice place. Each time the animals enthusiastically 

invite the visitor “sh’vi itanu! -- come live with us!” But each time, the 

prospective tenant refuses. The problem is the neighbors. The 

industrious ant refuses to live in the same house as a fat, lazy Hen. 

Mrs. Rabbit, a devoted mother, objects to the Cuckoo’s parenting 

style. The delicate Nightingale can’t stand the noise of the nut-

cracking Squirrel. Snortimus Pig, wearing a porkpie hat, turns up his 

nose for reasons of color:  “The neighbors are not to my taste, I’m 



afraid. / There’s been a huge error, a mistake has been made. / Me, 

in the same house as a Cat with black fur? / A white thoroughbred 

Pig cannot live next to her.”  

At last the right tenant comes along: a dove who declares that 

she’d love to move in. In contrast to the intolerance of other animals, 

the dove looks for the good in everyone, saying, “Miss Hen, I can 

see, is a feathery friend. / This sweet Cuckoo bird is true to her word. 

/ The cat’s so pristine, not a speck can be seen. / The Squirrel shares 

her treasured nuts -- a generous neighbor, no ifs, ands or buts./ I’m 

sure we’ll be able to get along. / Our friendly ties will stay steady and 

strong.” / The Dove decided to rent the room. / Now she sits at her 

window and grooms her plume.” I promise you, this sounds better in 

Hebrew.  

The story concludes: “Kach b’emek yafeh, bein k’ramim 

v’sadot, omed migdal  ben chamesh komot. Uv’migdal garim ad ha-

yom, sh’cheinim tovim chayeii shalom. In a sunlit valley, ‘tween 

meadow and sky / Stands a fine old house that’s five stories high. 

True friends and good neighbors make a happy home. / Together 

they’re building a life of shalom.                                                             

 [Translated from the Hebrew by Jessica Setbon (adapted); Hakibbutz Hameuchad Ltd., 2018]. 



There’s a reason that the President of Israel chose this book to 

read aloud in a time of pandemic; in a rising tide of confusion and 

fear, when panic threatens to overwhelm reason, and everyone is 

looking for someone else to blame. Mr. Rivlin -- leader of a country 

divided by race, class, ethnicity, politics and religious practice -- 

wants his listeners, young and old, to think about what it means to be 

a good neighbor.  

Neighbor -- literally “near-dweller,” derived from Old English; 

related to the archaic word for near -- “nigh.” A neighbor, thus, is 

someone who’s close enough to see. We usually think of our 

neighbors as those who live on our street or just around the corner, in 

our school district, maybe our zip code. But our greatest teachers 

have always called us to open up our field of vision and expand the 

meaning of neighborhood. 

I want to give two examples of such teaching tonight. The first 

comes from Charles Dickens, that great chronicler of 19th century 

urban life. Bleak House, a novel published in 1853, begins with a 

panoramic view of London on a cold November day: 

“....Fog everywhere. Fog up the river, where it flows among 

green aits and meadows; fog down the river, where it rolls defiled 



among the tiers of shipping and the waterside pollutions of a great 

(and dirty) city. Fog on the Essex marshes, fog on the Kentish 

heights. Fog creeping into the cabooses of collier-brigs; fog lying out 

on the yards, and hovering in the rigging of great ships;....Fog in the 

eyes and throats of ancient Greenwich pensioners, wheezing by the 

firesides of their wards; fog in the stem and bowl of the afternoon pipe 

of the wrathful skipper, down in his close cabin; fog cruelly pinching 

the toes and fingers of his shivering little ‘prentice boy on deck.” 

The fog, as you’ll suspect, is a metaphor. Dirty, sooty, drifting 

everywhere in the city; touching “the Lord Chancellor sitting in 

Lincoln’s Inn Hall” and the dwellers in the slums; stinging the eyes of 

old-age pensioners and chilling the bones of the little cabin boy on 

the ship. Dickens wants to show us a city in which the rich and 

comfortable think they can isolate themselves from the poor and 

miserable. The slow unwinding of the novel shows them they are 

dreadfully mistaken.  

Dickens illustrates this dreadful mistake by using the device of 

a highly contagious disease: smallpox. He deliberately chose 

smallpox rather than cholera because cholera, in his time, was 

clustered in areas of poverty and filth, where the residents drank 



polluted water from the same pump. Smallpox, on the other hand, 

was transmitted face to face, spread by direct contact with an infected 

person, through coughing, sneezing or touching. Smallpox crosses 

barriers and boundaries; it shows no regard for class or wealth; like 

the fog, it travels everywhere. 

Bleak House traces the course of contagion -- starting with Jo, 

a poor orphan street-sweeper boy who lives in the wretched slum 

called “Tom All-Alone’s” -- a “black, dilapidated street, avoided by all 

decent people.”  Esther, the heroine, visits this miserable street with 

her young maid, finds Jo sick and feverish and tends to the boy. The 

disease comes home with her to Bleak House, where Esther lives 

with her benefactor. A few days later her maid falls sick, and then 

Esther herself is infected.  The illness leaves her temporarily blinded 

and permanently scarred.  

Dickens doesn’t just want to draw attention to the grim squalor 

of London’s slums, or to show us how smallpox progresses. His point 

is that what happens in the slums doesn’t stay in the slums; it 

spreads outward, like a dark stain, wreaking damage on the whole 

city. As he puts it, Tom All-Alone’s “has his revenge. Even the winds 

are his messengers, and they serve him in these hours of darkness. 



There is not a drop of Tom’s corrupted blood but propagates infection 

and contagion somewhere….There is not an atom of Tom’s slime, not 

a cubic inch of any pestilential gas in which he lives, not one 

obscenity or degradation about him….but shall work its retribution, 

through every order of society, up to the proudest of the proud, and to 

the highest of the high. Verily...Tom has his revenge.” [Bleak House 

(Penguin, 1994 pp.575-6].  

  This is a bleak vision indeed, of what it means to be a 

neighbor; and it is one that easily translates to the present day. We, 

too, live with unsightly streets we avoid and unpleasant realities we’d 

rather not see. Out of sight and out of mind are the 38 million 

Americans who live in poverty -- as F.D.R. once said, “ill-housed, ill-

clad, ill-nourished.” And if you’ve got the security of a stable job with 

good pay, good benefits and money in the bank, it’s easy to forget the 

many others who live precariously, above the federal poverty line but 

teetering on the edge of disaster. 

Pandemic brings us face to face with all that we’ve tried to 

avoid: these, too, are our neighbors -- and we’ve ignored them at our 

peril. For, as Dickens reminds us, the haves can’t be hermetically 

sealed off from the have-nots. The miasma that rises up from pockets 



of poverty and neglect drifts everywhere, like the fog, and sooner or 

later we all breathe it in. What we chose not to see in happier times, 

the pandemic now makes visible: people around us who are so 

desperate they can’t afford to stay home from work; the millions, we 

now learn, who don’t have running water at home and can’t wash 

their hands; or the half-million Americans who have no home at all.  

These neighbors of ours are out and about, vectors of infection, 

endangering themselves and others. The flawed system we inhabit, 

the stark inequity we’ve tolerated, now comes back to bite us. If 

Dickens were with us today, he’d call it “the revenge of Tom All-

Alone’s.” 

But there is a second, more inspiring vision of neighborhood 

that comes to us from Torah. This week we begin to read Leviticus, 

the book at the center of the Torah, whose central teaching is 

“k’doshim t’iyihu -- you shall be holy...” [19:2]. The commandment to be 

holy is framed in the second person plural, for no individual can fulfill 

it alone; it calls us to come together to build communities founded on 

justice and equity, compassion and love.  

The Hebrew name of this book is Vayikra, based on its opening 

words: “Vayikra el Moshe -- and God called to Moses.” It’s striking 



that the book begins with “and” -- a word expressed by a single 

Hebrew letter, the letter “vav.” It’s a conjunction -- a connecting word. 

Vav joins one thing with another. The letter vav, drawn as a simple 

straight line, began as all Hebrew letters did, as a picture of an object 

-- in this case, a hook. In the Bible, Vav means not just “and,” but 

“hook” -- an object that links two things together.  

This simple little letter, number 6 in the Hebrew alphabet, packs 

a wallop. The medieval sage Moses Isserles [Yoreh De‘ah 273:6] taught 

that a Torah scroll should be written by the scribe so that every 

column begins with the letter vav -- to remind us that vav -- 

connection -- is the column on which our existence rests, the very 

pillar of our lives.   

Remember the first murder in the Torah, back in Genesis, when 

Cain kills his brother Abel? The Torah says that when God sent Cain 

away to wander to the east, God placed a mark on his forehead. But 

it doesn’t tell us what the mark was. Rashi says that God placed on 

Cain’s forehead a letter from the Divine Name -- yod hay vav hay. 

And the Midrash [Tikkunei Zohar] specifies that it was the letter vav. Why 

vav? Because Cain was the one who, when God asked, “Where is 

your brother Abel?” answered,  “Am I my brother’s keeper?” God thus 



placed vav on his forehead to remind him forever of its lesson: that 

we are indeed our brothers’ and sisters’ keepers -- connected to 

them, obligated to them, responsible for their welfare.                            

[This teaching is quoted in the name of Rabbi Yehudah Meir Shapiro of Lublin. 1887-1933; See, 

for instance, http://tanachrav.blogspot.com/2011/02/power-of-vav.html]. 

Human beings, says the Torah, were created on “yom vav” -- 

which means not just “the sixth day,” but more profoundly, “the day of 

vav -- the day of ‘and’; the day which symbolizes our bonds with one 

another. As Rabbi Jacob Schachter writes, “Already at the dawn of 

creation, the first human being was taught that as the universe 

unfolds with him at the center, it will never be about him alone -- it will 

always be about him ‘and’ the other” [https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-power-of-

vav-connecting-jews-to-israel/]. 

Can you guess which letter appears more than any other in the 

Torah? It’s the vav --the letter that hooks us together, that breaks the 

illusion of human autonomy, the delusion of self-sufficiency. Over and 

over, the Torah reminds us: we are defined by “vav,” the mark of 

human relationship and conjunction. We belong to one another. 

Others depend on us, as we depend on them. Our very lives are 

made possible only by myriad neighbors, often unseen, who labor for 



our sake -- creating the chain that supplies our necessities, weaving 

the fabric of the society that sustains us.  

My teacher Rabbi Harold Schulweis, of blessed memory, points 

out that the Torah’s great teaching of oneness --”Hear, O Israel;  

Shema Yisrael, Adonai Eloheinu, Adonai Echad” -- proclaiming the 

unity of all life, is followed directly by the letter of connection. He 

writes: “Pay attention to the ‘vav’ in your life. Pay attention to the ‘vav’ 

which unites you to the world. Listen carefully, because looked at 

superficially the world is filled with discordant notes, strident sounds, 

cacophonous voices that dramatize the division, ... the separation, 

the disconnection, the disjunctions of life. The prayer that follows the 

Sh’ma...begins with vav. V’ahavta -- “And you shall love…” 

[https://www.vbs.org/worship/meet-our-clergy/rabbi-harold-schulweis/sermons/echad; slightly 

adapted] 

Jewish tradition urges us to learn and grow from every 

experience, including misfortune. So rather than dreaming of escape 

to a faraway desert island, let’s ask ourselves: what can we learn 

from this time of anxiety, uncertainty and fear? Amid the fog of 

confusion, certain truths emerge. All of us – cool cats and mother 

hens, hawks and doves and even the cuckoo—we’re all tenants in 

the same house, breathing the air that circulates between us. It will 

https://www.vbs.org/worship/meet-our-clergy/rabbi-harold-schulweis/sermons/echad


be a bleak house indeed if we care only for ourselves and our inner 

circle. To stay alive we will have to take good care of one another.    

No one should dwell in the devastation of “Tom All-Alone.” All 

lives are precious; none are expendable, disposable. Every person is 

my neighbor, and I must love my neighbor as myself -- offering to 

shop for groceries, sending cards or calling to say hello; sacrificing 

my own freedom and pleasure, if need be, to keep my neighbor 

healthy and safe; speaking up for justice so my neighbor can afford to 

stay home and keep me safe, as well.  

The more we shelter in place, the longer we live separated and 

sequestered from each other, the more clearly we see our absolute 

interdependence. As John Donne wrote in the winter of 1623, when 

he lay fearful and seriously ill:  

“No man is an island                                                                               
entire of itself;                                                                                                           
every man is a piece of the continent,                                                                                
a part of the main.                                                                                   
….Any man’s death diminishes me,                                                                                
because I am involved in mankind;                                                                                  
and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls;                   
it tolls for thee.                     [Meditation 17, from Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions] 

 

So let us stand fast in solidarity, and be inspired by the words of 

the president who led us through the Great Depression, Franklin D. 



Roosevelt: “In these days of difficulty, we Americans everywhere 

must and shall choose the path of social justice...the path of faith, the 

path of hope, and the path of love toward our fellow man." [October 2, 

1932; https://www.nps.gov/frde/learn/photosmultimedia/quotations.htm] 

 

And let all of us, young and old, remember the guy who taught 

us how to be a good neighbor -- Fred Rogers, zichrono livracha. Mr. 

Rogers said: “There are three ways to ultimate success: The first way 

is to be kind. The second way is to be kind. The third way is to be 

kind.”  

Shabbat Shalom. 

 

https://www.nps.gov/frde/learn/photosmultimedia/quotations.htm

